
Date & Title: 12th May Ascot 5f Fillies Mdn 

4.25 Awesome, Ertiyad, Madeline, Out Of The Flames 

3.75 Angel Of The South, Charming Guest, Mrs Gallagher, Ziarah 

3.5 Cardaw Lily 

1.5 Comselle, Lady Alavesa 

Preview – Only two here with form. Angel Of The South who bustled up Rock Of Estonia at Windsor. 

The third and fourth Declaration Of Love and Daddie’s Girl have both won since and form looks solid. 

Ziarah ran a good third to Formidable Kitt at Newmarket under hands and heels. Difficult to say 

which is the best form. The Hannon’s often start a nice one in this race as does Haggas. 

Prior race notes 

Angel Of the South – Lightly made grey filly, well-proportioned if a fraction tubular. Not looking fully 

tuned but seems to have plenty of speed. Slightly harder ridden than Rock Of E. 77 

Mrs Gallagher review – A relatively good quality field, which, aided by the excellent viewing in the 

Ascot pre-parade it was eventually possible to sort out. When I first saw Mrs Gallagher, as pictured 

here, I noted her as small and fit. It was only as she came past me a few more times and finally only 

as she was leaving the main paddock that it impinged on my consciousness that she was one of 

those early season small balls of muscle that can surprise in a race like this. Difficult to sort out in 

advance as William Jarvis although a very competent trainer rarely gets many to work with and 

fewer of this quality. Perhaps the clue was in the price £140,000. Must be careful not to get carried 

away as this race tends not to throw up a lot of better quality ones. Rizeena, Besharah and Kassia all 

have won at Gp level from recent years but a lot of the runners don’t do much more than win a 

maiden as 2yos. Bearing this in mind I will try not to over-rate. A sunny Friday evening at Ascot can 

flatter the physiques. 



 

Mrs Gallagher – Small, and suffering here from the worst photograph of the field. In the flesh she 

was not downhill as she appears here and because the photo caught her as she prepared to buck 

both rear hooves are off the ground and she looks a bit tucked up. In a normal walk she looked more 

like a tiny tank. What a ride from Silvestre, she was far too free for the first 2f and then was passed 

as she entered the last 2f by Out Of The Flames with Ryan up. To get back up from half a length 

down and take this after wasting so much petrol early was a really pleasing performance. Looks like 

a 5f animal and if she settles better nto could feature at Ascot. A tough little battler and if settling 

better should improve again. 85+ 



 

Ertiyad – Medium sized, athletic. Best looker in the field, a bit green and clueless in the early stages 

which probably made the difference. More of the Rizeena model but not quite as rangy. Whilst Mrs 

G and the third, Out Of The Flames were both given reminders she received a hands and heels ride. 

89 



 

Out Of The flames – Oh those Hannons, they knew this was a good one but it was hard to see that, 

she just did not look quite fit enough to do herself justice today. Medium sized and deep girthed, 

holds herself well showing power through her body. Perhaps slightly less tall than Ertiyad and hard 

to know who might come out on top next time. Plenty left to work on and this may be the reason 

Ryan resorted to using the stick, I think they expected to win. 88 



 

Cardaw Lily – Chunky, top end of small, good big bum, still in the Hughes style, a bit fat but to some 

extent this was a bit of a surprise as his don’t usually show this much on debut. Probably benefited 

from the Spencer style and just trundled through. 76 



 

Madeline – top end of small, typical chunky Kodiac, not looking fully tuned and not fit enough to 

survive trying to lie up close to the leaders early. Stuck on well 78 

 



Ziarah – Got caught out by this one as she was probably just about the biggest, quite lengthy 

medium sized but on reflection lacking a bit of quality toward the loins and back end. Looks as 

though she may need 6f. 75 

 

Angel Of The South – Happy with my pre-race assessment, broken by trying to go Mrs Gallagher’s 

pace early and her lack of scope found her out again. Quite a good front end but fizzles out, Should 

pick up a maiden but beginning to look expensive at 140k. 75 



 

Charming Guest – Small package, athletic. Mick usually starts a good one in this if he has one but I 

didn’t get the impression of better quality here. Maybe aw nto? 74 



 

Awesome – Lightly made, well-proportioned but size limited. Also broken by trying to go the early 

pace. 75 



 

Lady Alavesa – Just an ordinary model, looked out of place here. 68 



 

Comselle – Not a bad strongly made chunky little girl. The usual problem of most NH trainers with 

2yos, how to get them fit enough on debut. May well eventually win some races but probably take 5 

or 6 goes to get fit. Nice day out for the owners though. 66. 

 

 


